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Turn Information Risks 
Into Business Opportunities
Information Assurance Consulting Services
As the number and level of potential attacks, breaches and dangers to your vital information 
increase, it’s imperative to have an effective security program in place. Seccuris can help 
you by tailoring a program to safeguard not only your information, but also your ability to 
successfully operate your business. 

We are the unique alternative to other consulting firms because our team of professionals 
assesses your entire enterprise, not just your technology. Knowing what you don’t know is 
critical. So we help you uncover all external and internal threats that are known, unknown, 
existing and emerging. 

Then we work with you to determine exactly what you need. Whether it’s Enterprise Security 
Architecture Development, Enterprise Assessment and Design, IT Risk Management and 
Compliance, or Security Response Services. 

That way you can make effective risk-based decisions at every level.

The Importance of Information Assurance
Information Assurance is about taking an integrated approach to enterprise risk and 
aligning organizational business objectives with information security objectives. 

Seccuris can help you ensure your security efforts contribute to the success of your 
organization through an Integrated Assurance approach, including:

•	 Best	Practices—We provide you with a high level of service quality using industry-
recognized standards, frameworks, controls, and regulations.

•	 Applied	Experience—We help translate your business objectives into an appropriate 
security program by applying our practical knowledge, experience and expertise.

•	 Architecture	Expertise—Using our proven approach to Enterprise Security Architecture, 
Seccuris will develop a roadmap to define key Information Security priorities, allowing 
you to focus on your business while reducing your risks.

•	 Experience	Working	with	Information	Security	Practitioners—We work closely with all 
levels of security professionals to help them understand the information security issues 
they face, and we provide the tools and training to recognize and eliminate risk efficiently.

•	 Managed	Services—Outsourcing components of your security program, such as 
Enterprise Threat Monitoring (including Wireless and Mobile), ongoing Vulnerability 
Management, and Device Management, allows you to focus on your business while we 
focus on helping to manage your risks and exposure.



•	 Closely	Aligned	Technology	Solutions—Leveraging our partnerships with industry leading 
technology vendors, we can design, implement, integrate and manage many of their 
solutions on your behalf.

•	 Advanced	Technical	Knowledge—We are at the forefront of Information Assurance 
because we are constantly developing methodologies, processes, systems and tools to 
deal with existing and emerging threat horizons.

Seccuris Information Assurance Consulting Services 

We offer a wide range of effective and proven information security consulting services, all 
designed to help protect your enterprise so you can make effective risk-based decisions. 

•	 Enterprise	Security	Program	and	Architecture	Development—Mapping security efforts to 
your business requirements through security architecture development, assessment and 
implementation services.

•	 Enterprise	Assessment	and	Design	Services—Assessment and design of information 
security services and solutions to enable the control objectives of your enterprise security 
program.

•	 IT	Risk	Management	and	Compliance—Identify, prioritize, and manage your business risk 
through IT risk management, audit and environment assessment.

•	 Security	Response	Services—Flexible and in-depth technical support for digital evidence 
acquisition, processing, and analysis in an enterprise.

Contact Us Today 
Find out how Seccuris can help you make better business decisions by uncovering known 
and unknown threats to your enterprise. Contact us today to discuss your specific needs. 

Call 1-866-644-8442 or email info@seccuris.com.
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Helping clients with unparalleled business-driven 
information security since 1999. We specialize in end-to-end 
services, comprehensive solutions, tailored programs, and 
ongoing improvement of your security posture. Our dedicated 
focus on information assurance differentiates us from other 
consulting and managed security providers, and enables us to 
maintain significant depth and experience in the field.


